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NEWSLETTER
Welcome to the December 2020 newsletter of Kelso Heritage Society!!
While we continue to be unable to host speaker events we will produce a monthly newsletter with articles of local
historical interest, quizzes, update information etc. We would welcome your feedback.
A successful virtual AGM was held online by Zoom on Tuesday 17th November 2020. Thank you to all who participated.
At the next Board meeting in January the Trustees will discuss some of the suggestions from members which arose
at the AGM and convey the outcome to members thereafter.
Sixteen of our members joined Dunse Historical Society at an online talk in November when Kenny McLean presented
- 'Lost Churches of the Scottish Borders' which proved to be a very successful evening. The Dunse Society members
have accepted an invitation to join us in January when we present the first of three planned online talks.
I am pleased to announce that plans are in place to hold online talks on the third Tuesday in the month in January,
February and March 2021. Further details will be sent out to members early in the New Year and announced in the
January Newsletter. In the meantime I have attached a description from a member on how to connect your laptop
to a TV to enable more comfortable online viewing.

KELSO TOWN HALL CLOCK – A PAUSE IN TIME
The residents of Kelso will have been happy to see that the Town Hall clock is working once more and that the chimes
are ringing out again. The clock has been paused at 12.00noon for several weeks while waiting for parts to be sent
from China (we believe).
It is interesting to note that the clock mechanism has been an issue for almost 120 years as the following story of the
origins of the clock reveals:
1841 A New Clock for Kelso

In 1841 much to the delight of the townspeople of Kelso Alexander Purvis, a native of Kelso who was a
noted clock and watch maker based in London, donated a clock to the town. This notice in the Kelso Mail
June 14, 1841 describes the pleasure the installation of the new clock gave to the town:

“The new town clock, the handsome and valuable gift of our townsman Mr Purvis, Watchmaker, London,
with the corresponding and appropriate chime of bells are now in full working operation. Both the
workmanship and material of this elegant piece of mechanism are of the most superior description and since
the clock was set going we understand it has not varied even a single second. The beautiful transparent dials
have a very fine effect from the street and on Tuesday evening one of these was illuminated with gas which
has provided an object of much attention to the inhabitants in general.”

Extensive alterations to the entire building in 1903-1906 included the provision of a leaded bell-cast roof and
Gibbs surround to the belfry opening. The lighting was also replaced by an automatic system with
incandescent burners. At this stage there were a number of problems surrounding the winding of the clock
which led to prolonged negotiations with clock making experts. In addition it was established that the clock
hands and the figures on the dial could not be distinguished at a distance owing to the incandescent lights
being too strong for the glass and an experiment of obscuring two of the dials with white paint having proved
successful was adopted.

STREETS AND PLACES IN KELSO
(A QUIZ TO GET YOU THINKING WHILE SHOPPING LOCAL IN KELSO)
1. How many markets are there in Kelso? Can you name them? ….................................
2. Kelso's water supply used to come this way. ….....................................................
3. After whom is Solomon Way named? …..........................................................................
4. What were The Tofts originally? ….................................................................................
5. No, there wasn't a laundry here. …..................................................................................
6. Where might you have practised your shooting? …..........................................................
7. This road sounds cross and level. …................................................................................
8. You must be right on top here. …....................................................................................
9. Where were the bakers of Kelso formerly? …..................................................................
10. How many of Kelso's old trades can you think of remembered in street names ? …………
(Contributed by Christine Henderson (Answers will be published in the January issue of the Newsletter)

Answers for last month’s questions
11. Cycle shop in Bridge Street. 12. Dispensary House, Roxburgh Street. 13. on gate at St Andrews Episcopal
Church. 14. on window at Cross Keys. 15. set up school in The Butts now the church hall. 16. Mrs Robertson of
Ednam House. 17. Stewart’s offices, Woodmarket. 18. The horseshoe points north! 19. In wall on approach to
bridge, wall at back of war memorial garden, or wall at foot of Grovehill. 20. The Molehouse in the Dardanelles.

Wrongly Dated!!!

Cattle in Roxburgh Street (circa 1902)
In the November issue we dated the above image as circa 1902. This date was disputed mainly due to the shops in
the background. Further examination of the picture allowed us to establish that on the back of the picture there was
some text which would indicate that the picture was taken in 1934 possibly by Jean Forrest* who entered the
picture in the beginners section for a Camera Cub Competition and entitled it ‘Beef and Suet’. The competition was
possibly held during the Border Union Show.
*Jean Forrest was a member of the Forrest Family who had the Fishing/ Gun Shop in the Square. Apparently she was
a very eccentric lady in her later years.

NEW YEAR’S DAY TRADITION –

BUCCLEUCH HUNT MEET – KELSO SQUARE (circa 1920)

Some Online Events
Edinburgh, Lothians and Borders Archaeology Conference 21st Nov, 10am-3pm. This year the talks were recorded
and are available to view on Archaeology Conference 2020 - John Gray Centre.
Online: Scotland's Coasts and Waters Exhibits-Celebrating Scotland’s Year of Coasts & Waters, this is the story of
our coastal places. Most of Scotland borders the sea, its coast a ribbon more than 10,000 miles long defines our
enduring relationship with the oceans. More information here.
Online: The Form and Fabric of Early Medieval Britain IV: Hillforts and People, January 20th 2021, 4:30pm-This
seminar – the fourth part of a series in honour of the achievements of Ewan Campbell – will include two short
presentations featuring cutting edge new research on hillforts in Scotland. Professor Gordon Noble will present
‘Redating Clatchard Craig’ and Cathy MacIver will discuss ‘The King’s Seat: An update on excavations at an early
historic hillfort near Dunkeld’. More information here.
Civic Trust

Digital Doors Open Day

https://www.doorsopendays.org.uk/
Civic Trust

What’s Oot Ma Windae Campaign?

What's Oot Ma Windae campaign
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How to watch a Zoom presentation on a TV.
Many people find watching their TV from a sofa to be more comfortable than watching a laptop screen. A
presentation on Zoom is, in many respects, like a TV programme – sit and watch the presentation. This connection
works well for watching presentations, though may be complicating things too much (two screens to watch, at
different distances) if actively discussing with others in the zoom call.
Many Laptops and Televisions have a “HDMI” socket, which is used to connect various devices together. A HDMI
lead is readily available (try Stewart’s in Kelso town centre, or Argos at Sainsbury’s). I suggest getting one which is at
least 3metres long, rather than 1metre.

HDMI plug at end of HDMI lead.

HDMI socket on my laptop. Position around laptops will vary between make/model.

Steps to connect:
1 – plug lead into laptop and TV. On TV, select the HDMI as the input (usually a button on the remote to select the
input source).
2 – with the laptop running, find the keys to select the “extended desktop”. On mine this is found with a function
key, F7 (press both “Fn” key at bottom left of keyboard and the F7 key together). This will bring up a selection
choice, typically 1-screen, duplicating screens (often called “mirror”) or “extended desktop”. Select the “extended
desktop” option.

3 – the TV should now show some parts of the computer display.
4 – open Zoom on the laptop, it will show on the Laptop screen.
And then just let things work automatically. The sound may be coming from the TV (so alter the volume with the
TV remote). When the presenter starts “screen sharing”, the screen share appears on the TV screen. The
remainder of Zoom (showing participants in small boxes) remains on the laptop screen.
Once the meeting is over, to disconnect everything: quit from Zoom, and just unplug the HDMI lead. The laptop
should detect this and revert to single screen working. On the TV, use the remote to select “TV” or another input
device.
There are other methods of connecting laptops/tablets to TV’s. Some devices may lack a HDMI socket, so an
adaptor is required. Some can connect wirelessly, but this requires a TV and Laptop/Tablet which have matching
capabilities.

